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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
DEFINITIONS: 
Survey - Information will be gathered f'run already avail able 
material in questionnaires, experiments, and publications. No specific 
questionnaires, statistical canpilations, or mass interviews have been 
used tor this particular survey. A majority of' the information will be 
fran answers to personal letters and interviews of those who are 
authorities in the fields of television and education. 
Present Status - The period of time is from February l to July 1, 
1949. 
Future Trends - Insofar as many broadcast areas, including foreign 
countries, have had television broadcasts extending as far back as the 
pre-World War II period, it should be reasonable to assume that 
teleVision in education will develop eventually in much the same fashion 
in the Boston broadcast area. A canposite picture of television in 
education may be drawn from these other broadcast areas which will be 
applicable to this area. 
Broadcast ~ - That area which is ass.ured of' good quality 
television reception fram·transmitters within the Boston environs is to 
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be considered the broadcast area. Roughly, this will be a circle with 
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a 50-mile radius and with its center in downtown Boston, reaching in 
the north aa far as Manchester, New Hampshire, to Worcester in the west. 
to Providence in the south, and to Plymouth in the southeast. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM: 
At the present moment there is a great confusion in the minds of 
educators as to the role television is playing in education and its 
importance to the school of the future. The many technical problems 
within the television industry., which include production., frequency 
allocations, color broadcasting versus black and white broadcasting• 
and program financing, have all contributed to this contusion. 
Publications and references within the field are quickly out-
dated within a :matter of weeks. At the same time, no reference work 
of any value to the educator has been available at any time which is 
solely concerned with the subject of teleVision in education. Much of 
what bas been written and will be written is merely a re-hash of 
already available technical material or general interest articles for 
the slick magazine publications. 
The purpose of this paper is to do away with some of the confusion 
by giving the educators of this area a brief survey of what is 
happening at the moment in educational television and by explaining 
what the immediate future holds. 
'. 
The ef't'eoti veness of' thiz;s . .- survey should be of only temporary 
duration. Educators may f'iD.d this sUrvey to be of' sane assistance in 
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solving the following problems: 
1. Drawing up school budgets 
2. Planning future school construction 
3. Dealing with television sales personnel 
4. Establishing public relations with the cannnmity 
5. Creating a cooperative attitude between school 
systems conducive to establishing joint educational 
radio and television programs 
6. Recognizing the prohibitive costs of present-
day educational telecasting unless talent. 
receivers. and broadcast time are donated 
7 • Formulating curriculum plans for the day when 
television does enter the school system 
a. Recognizing that a separate department of 
audio-visual aids will have to administer any 
educational television programs 
PROCEDURE: 
The three areas that television in education enters are: 
1. The classroom 
2. Sc hool-c OOI!lluni 'by re lations 
3. Enrichment viewing 
The procedure of this paper will be to examine these three fields 
for the present status of television in education in New England. 
Secondly~ it will present what has happened in these three fields 
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outside of New England. lastly, it ·will draw conclusions trom the 
summaries of other activities as to the future of television in New 
England. 
In exmn.ining the role of television in New England, the perscmal 
interview and personal letter have been used abnost exclusively. 
Persons giving statements and opinions include television program 
directors, educational broadcasting directors, e lectron.ic engineers, 
,. 
. .. 
and radio education specialists. 
In finding out what has happened outside ot New England, publica-
tiona issued by the United States, Great Britain, broadcasting companies, 
school systems, professional journals, and television receiver manu-
facturers have been supplemented by statements tram people who have 
already experimented with educational television. 
CHAPTER II • TELEVISION IN THE CLASSROOM 
A. Television in the Classroan in the Boston Broadcast Area. 
-- -- -
Classroom teleVision does not exist within the Boston broadcast 
area because of the fact that television broadcasting does not begin 
until late in the afternoon on both television stations nOW" in operation, 
except when daylight baseball games are televised. Television broad-
casting then begins on one station fifteen minutes before game time. 
Within the Bostc:n School System, Mr. Isadore Muchnick, a school 
camnittee member, introduced an order to the School House Camnission 
in 1947, asking that a survey be made to det6mine the cost of a 
ttolosed circuit' system for all Boston schools. {In New York City it 
is required that all school buildings being planned or under construc-
tion be equipped with television installation conduit.) 
Mr. John Noonan, executive secretary of the School House Canmission, 
stated in conversation with the writer that a preliminar,y investigation 
of costs among television manufacturers satisfied the Camnission that 
t he expense involved would be prohibitive. As of May 12, 1949, the 
School Department has no plans tar the use or installation of television 
equipment, nor does the Department consider that the use of television 
in other systems has justified the expense. 
B. Television ~ ~ Classroom Outside ~ Boston Broadcast Area. 
Television in t~e classroom may be considered as a direct teacher 
in saoe instances and as a tool tor the teacher in others. The 
5 
consensus of those who are experimenting with television in the class-
room is that television will only assist the teacher in doing a better 
job. 
Mr. Haner c. Rose. Head of the Curriculum and Instructor Training 
Section of the Navy Department, ccncurs with the above opinion in reply 
to a request tor int'ormation on the Navy•s use of television in educa-
tion as follows: 
"Television is being used to instruct one class at a 
distame of about 4! miles fra11 the s tudio where the program 
is originated. Efforts are being made to determine the most 
effective ways of using television for training. At this time 
(March 15, 1949) no experimental results are available for 
publication. 
"Within t be next few months the Navy plans to broadcast 
and televise instruction to several Naval Reserve Training 
Centers, and will at that time attempt research leading to 
an objective evaluation of the television procedures used in 
this program. 
"It should be pointed out, perhaps, that television is 
regarded as a supplement to other teaching procedures and is 
not regarded in any way as a substitute for comprehensive 
training programs. " (1) 
(1) From. correspondence with Homer c. Rose, Head, Curriculun and In-
structor Training Section, Standards and Curriculum Branch, Training 
Division, Navy Departnent, Washington. D.c., March 15, 1949. 
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This letter is reproduced in its entirety because it is the only 
full-scale experiment with television as a direct teacher that now 
exists and tmt has continued tor any length ot time. The use ot 
research and experiments utilizing control groups makes the Navy progran 
even more significant am valuable to the educator when results are 
available. These results should be compiled and waiting for approval 
am release atter September, 1949, when the Navy will have completed 
its summer training courses tor the Naval Reserve. 
A standard feature at medical and surgical conventions tor the 
past year has been the observation ot new surgical techniques via 
television by hundreds ot doctors. Speaking ot the .American College of 
Surgeons television demonstration,; Dr. John w. Mulholland of New York 
City said in an interview that was printed in !h! !!!, .!2!:! Times • . 
September 20, 1947, "Hundreds o.t doctors have carried fXWay lm.owledge 
ot operations when only two or three could have been close enough 
before. The use of color in teleVision would reveal to observing 
surgeons the quality of depth, thus multiplying the value of the 
telecasts maey times." 
In Convention Hall at Atlantic City, New Jersey, in June, 1949, 
approximately 12,000 doctors at the American Medical Association Conven-
tion observed operations and diagnoses on the Columbia Broadcasting 
System's color television. other medical conventions will see the 
color television set-up which is be'ing considered a new and excellent 
method ot teaching medicine. 
In <:maha, Nebraska, at Creighton University, a series of experiments 
in educational television have been ccnducted, beginning in December, 
7 
1946, in cmjunction with WOW-TV. One of ths most successful experiments 
was Dr. John F. Sheehan's biological telecast that permitted a large 
audience to peer through the same microscope by way of television at 
I living animal and plant cells. other experiments at Creighton 
demonstrated the use ot television as a supplementary means tor the 
teaching of languages, surgery, am current events. Charts and a 
model village were used for the language demonstration, along with 
j appropriate music. Television equipment was taken to the Creighton 
Memorial Hospital where a surgical symposium was presented from the 
operating pavilion by faculty members of the Creighton University School 
of Medicine. For the current news events demonstration, news pictures 
and quizzes ot high school freshmen were presented. (1) 
In April, 1948, the School Broadcasting Council for the United 
Kingdom held a meeting in London at which the future of television in 
England's schools was discussed. The Council is supported by the 
British Broadcasting Corporation and its members are appointed by the 
Ministry of Education, by local educational associations, and by the 
British Broadcasting Corporation. In their discussion, the Council 
' 
agreed that television might, in due course, make an important can-
tribution to education. Nevertheless, they considered that the pre-
mature inauguration of' a school teleVision service might react 
untavorab~ in its ultimate development. 
~ ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 
I 
II 
(1) R. c. Williams, "Television Experiments at Creighton University," 
Bulletin, 1948, Vol. 10, #5 (Washington, D.c.} Federal Radio Education 
COIImittee, P• 1. 
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For example, they thought that school television should not be 
started until the British Broadcasting Corporation Televis i on Service 
covered a much wider area of the country than at present and until 
all the children in a classroom could see the televised image without 
a strain. They hoped that in the interw.l necessary for this develop-
ment there might be studies of the properties of the new mediun. and 
its possible application to education, and that these stud i es might 
take place side by side with radio broodcasting as a part of the 
Council's work. 
At their meeting, the Council were informed that the British 
Broadcasting Corporation considered that experiments should begin as 
soon as there was a larger screen which could be seen frcm all parts 
of a classroom ani tl:at the Corporation would invite the Council to 
take part in those experiments. The Council were further told that, 
since the British Broadcasting Corporation regarded television as a 
development of sound broadcasting, it agreed that television for 
schools should be developed as a part of the work of the School Broad-
casting Council. 
As of March, 1949, the School Broadcasting Council had not as 
yet completed any studies, experiments, or actual school television 
broadcasts. 
Developments in television in France and Russia, although not 
concerned with classroom technique, are worthy of side comment because 
of their inevitable effect on future classroom teaching• In France 
the television industry is socialized under government ownership and 
9 
supervision with the result that the broadcaster's budget is extremely 
limited. Television is broadcast for three or four hours a day to 
sets numbering only a ffW thousand. Yet, broadcast quality and 
reception are of extremely high quality. This is significant in 
America where mass production in many instances has produced a better 
and more inexpensive product. Mass production of television sets has 
worked out splendidly. Mass production of' telecasts has resulted in 
an inferior type of' program with tecl:nical broadcasting flaws. 
Wayne Coy, Federal Canmwications Canmission chairman, acknowledged 
the above fact when the Eastern and Middle Western television networks 
were linked together on January 11, 1949. The four programs put on 
that night in inaugurating the tie-in were introduced by him in a 
speech in which he said, "The linking of the two networks brings 
television closer to its high mission of unifYing our nation and 
making more perfect our democracy." Immediately thereafter, the four 
networks broadcasted an old Western moving picture, a Charlie Chaplin 
comedy, a wrestling match, and a boxmg match. Coy has referred to 
his January llth speech several twas since in urging higher quality 
telecasts. (l) 
To the educator the comparison between television in France and 
the United States is significant because it indicates that problems 
of production and transmission show that one good quality school 
telecast is easily worth many poor quality telecasts. 
(l) Wayne Coy, from a speech at the Radio Executives Club, Boston, Mass., 
January 25, 1949. 
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Another technical development in Russia is significant to class-
room television. Through the use of a stereoscopic viewing device, 
described as resembling ordinary glasses, television images have been 
given a third dimension. Only the most general information is avail-
able fran lbssia, however, through indirect channels and newspaper 
releases. 
Projector-type receivers manufactured by R.C.A. Victor , Camden, 
New Jersey, already have created life-size television images. Depth 
of images given by awkward American~nufactured stereoscopic devices 
already make the life-size appear lite-like. The illusion of complete 
reality is a possibility in tbe classroom. 
In Nutley, New Jersey, the local high school has found a television 
set in their auditorium to be wry effective, during the 1947-1948 
school year, as a direct teacher in the study of current ewnts because 
of the on-the-scene settings. Mr. Ehud Priestly, Nutley principal, 
stated in a letter to the president of the Industrial Television 
Company, Mr. Horace Atwood, an March 30, 1948, that the television 
programs were of great interest to the students and that they have 
awakened a more active interest in contemporary developments than had 
been the case when only the radio and newspapers were used. (1) 
The Nutley experiment proved that television could be a forceful 
teaching instrument as well as an entertaimnent medium. A noticeable 
(1) From correspondence with: Mr. Ehud Priestly, High School Principal, 
Nutley, N. J.; Mr. Horace Atwood, President, Industrial Television Co., 
Nutley, N. J. 
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drop in juvenile delinquency was also noted in Nutley when children's 
leisure time was occupied in television Viewing. ur. Priestly 
declared in his statement that the greatest weakness in utilizing the 
television set was the insufficient number of programs of an educa-
tional nature dur:lng school hours. 
In Pennsylvania, WCAU-TV and the University of Pennsylvania have 
cooperated in producing a course in television that is designed to 
familiarize the students with lighting, camera work, controls, pro-
duction, direction, make-up, set design, station administration, and 
script preparation. Classes are held in the studio and demonstrations 
and projects utilizing station equipment are carried out. (l) 
In the city of Philadelphia out-of-school programs sponsored by 
the school system and local stations have proven that direct teaching 
is a possibility. Plans are being formulated for programs on the 
elementary and secondary level in practically all subjects. A teacher 
training program will be inaugurated during the s lllllll8r of 1949 to in-
sure effective use of the telecasts in the classrooms. 
Without professional actors and producers, the Philadelphia school 
-system plunged into television with the cooperation of local television 
set manufacturers and television stations. From the inevitable 
mistakes of amateurs progress has been made until program8 of nearly 
professional calibre have been developed. On April 20, 1949, at a 
I 
'I ,,
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(1) Bulletin, 1947, Vol. 9, :f/!1 (Washingtcm, D. c.) Federal Radio 
Education Col!lllittee, P• 3. 
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convention of physical education teachers in Boston, the use of 
television as both a direct teacher and as public relations agent in 
physical education was demonstrated by the Philadelphia system and 
relayed to Boston. This 15-minute telecast was a program that taught 
physical exercises and modern dance techniques by the demonstration 
and running commentary method. Public relations technique was 
exhibited by the rtlllling commentary which provided t~ viewer end 
listener with an intimate acquaintanceship with the quality of the 
Philadelphia school system's physical education program. 
other programs produced by students and teachers for out-of-school 
viewing consist of handicraft, health and fitness, story hours, and 
Tariety programs. All programs can be adapted for in-school use after 
a minor change in emphasis fran entertai.nment to instruction, according 
to Miss Martha Gable, supervisor in charge of the television program. (l) 
On March 7, 1949, in public and parochial schools in Philadelphia, 
Per:m.sylva.nia, and Camden, New Jersey, a television project known as 
"Operation Classroan~ was inaugurated. The sponsors of the project 
were the Boards of Education of Philadelphia and Camden, the Diocesan 
Superintendents of Catholic Schools, television station WCAU-TV in 
Philadelphia, the Philco Corporation, and the RCA Victor Division, 
Radio Corporation of .America. 
Four telecasts a week are produced by teachers and pupils for in-
(l) »artha Gable, "TeacherJ Here Comes Television" February, 1949, 
Educational Screen, Vol. 28, #2, PP• 68-70. 
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school viewing. These telecasts are each aimed at a different specific 
school level and are viewed in 31 schools on receivers lent by Radio 
Corporation of America and Philco Corporation. 
One program, called ttcareer Forum," is a half-hour show, while 
the other three last fifteen minutes each. Since the telecasts are 
experimental in nature, a wide variety of subject matter has been 
introduced and nm1erous methods of presentation have been used. 
Reactions of teachers and pupils are being noted in order to determine 
the measurable effectiveness of edU3ational television. (1) 
The Chicago Radio Council continued to experiment with television 
programs during the 1948-1949 school year in cooperation with station 
WBKB. Schools, teachers, and students participate in "interesting 
classroom activities, assemb4' programs, and other activities 
important to pupils which have good visual characteristics. Because 
of their early start in telo vision, Chicago schools boast of a 
sizeable number of teachers who are skilled in the proper use of 
television as a classroom aid.~ (2) 
At the South Shore High School in Chicago, Mr. Philip I.swis, 
television editor for Educational Screen, conducted a television 
research project fran April 7 to Mey- 7, 1949, in conjunction with 
(1) Educational Bulletin, RCA Victor Division, Radio Corporation of 
America, Camden, New Jersey 
{2) BUlletin, Januar.y, 1949 (Washington, D. C.) Federal Radio 
Education Committee, P• 3. 
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the RCA Victor Division, .Radio Cozporation ot America. The project 
was concerned with measurement of res elution distances, maximum and 
minimum viewing differentials, optimum viewing angles 1 optimum screen 
heights, and the \lie of filters and magnifiers. Direct view and 
projection receiver characteristics were compared as were the visual 
fatigue characteristics of students who did and did not wear glasses. 
Results of the experiment will probably be published in a fall, 1949, 
issue of Educational Screen. 
Educational television in New York City began in the early days 
of World War II when civilian defense instr~tions were broa.dcasted. 
Television receivers installed in police statio.rus enabled air raid 
wardens and o-ther volunteers to learn their duties fran experts and 
special films. 
In the tall of 1948, the National Broadcasting Company announced 
plans for a comprehensive television program series for out-of-school 
viewing tor New York City and the N.B.c. network, which will be dis-
cussed in the chapter on enrichment viewing. New York Ci'tw has no 
in-school television programs. 
c. The Future· Trend of Television !_I!~ Classroom in~ 
Boston Broadcast Area. _.....;..;..;;... _____ _ 
In summarizing generally the developments in other broadcast 
areas of television in the classroan, it may be said that except for 
a £ew special educational problems television has made little progress 
and proven of little value in this field as ot July 1, 1949. (The 
exceptions are the teaching of a civilian defense program in New York 
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and teaching surgical tectmiques at a medical convention or medical 
school.) 
The overwhelming problems presented by tectmical equipnent~ time, 
expense, and planning preclude the possibility of even a city of 
Boston's size producing a series of programs for in-school viewing 
within the next three years or before 1952. 
At that time, the television situation in Boston should be 
~--
ana1agous to that of New York's present situation of six teleVision 
stations and no in-school educational telecasting. 
Television may enter the Boston area classrooms before that time 
provided a network sponsors a series of educational telecasts which 
prove valuable. The network expense of sue h an undertaking would be 
extremely large, especially if the programs were to be of value. 
No single Boston television station can possibly put on a series 
of in-school telecasts nor is aQY Boston station contemplating that 
action within the foreseeable future. 
The only educational program in a formative or possibility stage 
t hat may be produced in Boston in 1949-1950 is a 15-41linute weekly 
enrichment program in the science field for out-of-school listening. 
When an edmational telecast is produced tor in-school viewing 
in the New England area, it will probab]¥ be a cooperative effort 
\ sponsored by public and parochial schools in Boston, cities and torms 
I surrounding it~ and local television stations, as has been the case 
I 
I in Camden, New Jersey~ and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
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-utley , N. J . , 1::iGh Sc =-:oc 1 
auditorium witi! J11ovable direct 
view televisio:1 receiver on 
stage. Picture sizE\ 13'' x 17'. 
Remote control panel for Hutle~· J 
N.J. High Sc ool audit or ium 
tele vision receiver locate ~ har 1 
stage. Note case and l oc k 
prevent tampering wi th c &t r a: s 
CHAPTER III. TELEVISION IN SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
A. Television!!:. School-COllllltmity Relations .!:!!, !.!! England. 
Inasmuch as educational television is non-existent in New England 
except for a few programs classified as enriclmlent material, the case 
for television as a public relations agent of the school would appear 
insignificant in 1949. The time is not too far distant, however, when 
educational telecasts will appear in the Boston area, if the same 
pattern at television growth develops which has occured in other large 
American cities. When that time comes, no matter what the intent or 
purpose of the educational program, its most important f'unoti on will be 
as a public relations agent for the school system, tmless a "clos.ed 
circuit" prevents the public from vierting. The quality of the first 
educational telecasts definite~ will be important in a public relations 
sense, for by their novelty theywill attract the widest possible 
attention. Every viewer has attended school and shared the ccmnon 
experiences of formal education. With such a canmon denaninator of 
interest, a new approach to learning must necessarily draw the interest 
of many people. If the first telecasts are of poor quality because of 
inadequate rehearsal or presentation, interest and respect for educa-
tional television should and will wane rapidly. People viewing a 
group of 6-year olds tooting on tin whistles for five minutes are not 
apt to cOlttinue viewing the 12-year olds doing calisthenics for the 
next five minutes, as has happened in most areas which have exper~ented 
17 
with educational public relations telecasts. 
Since the first educational telecasts will be extensively viewed 
by the public, they are necessarily public relations telecasts and 
should, therefore, be of a calibre that approximates professional 
presentation • 
.tn example of a good audio-visual program of public relsbi ons in 
the Boston area is the procedure used in Wayland, Massachusetts, by 
the school department in 1948-1949 to illi'orm the citizens of the need 
for additional school buildings. Although television was not used in 
the program, this local illustration of public relations is, in many 
ways, analagous to a good television. public relations program.. Under 
the direction o£ Mr. Owen Kiernan, Superintendent of Wayland Schools, 
the school department, aided by teachers, prepared a series of slides 
with lecture notes which illustrated humorously and dramatically 
Wayland's need for new schools. What had been statistics with little 
meaning were converted into forceful illustrations b,y means of slides 
which explained W~land' s relations to other similarly sized 
communities in school expenditures, pupil-teacher ratios, and other 
figures ordinarily so confusing and meaningless to the layman. After 
numerous showings before clubs and other groups, the Wayland construe-
tion progr~n, which had previously been rejected, was passed at the 
town meeting by a very substantial majority. 
The above example is quoted because it happened within the Boston 
. 
broadcast area and beca11se i'\i demonstrates the effectiveness of a well-
prepared audio-visual program of public relations. Imagination, 
I 
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sincerity, and simplicity in slide construction keynoted the program.. 
Radio talks alone in a school public relations program could not have 
achieved the desired objective of having a layman canprehend, through 
statistics, the need for new schools. Mr. Kiernan's solution of a 
visual present;ation that was easily l.Dlderstandable and capable or 
sustaining interest did achieve the objective. It's not too great a 
step to visualize a similar public relations program worked out for 
television with even greater ef'f'ecti veness, but also with a greater 
cost in time and money. Mr. Kiernan and Wayland would not be interested 
in such a step for many years to come because of the small size of the 
comm\Dlity. Practical considerations of' t:tme and money make their 
slide program. more desirable for a small canmunity of' several thousand 
people. But a d. ty the size of' Boston, fer the same practical con-
__.. .. -·-·-
siderations of time and money, would f'ind a public relations television 
program its solution to a similar problem.. 
Maey communi ties in the Bost en broadcast area have recognized the 
,---·-··-
need f'or a school public relations program. In their attempt at 
establishing a program of' public relations, they have obtained time em 
local radio stations and have assigned teachers and pupils to prepare 
and produce programs. If' public relations telecasts follow the same 
pattem of' school radio public relations, the results will be not only 
ineffective but a source of' amoyance to the canmunity as well. Mr. 
Samuel Gould, Professor of' Radio at Boston University and an authority 
in the field of educational broadcasting, acknowledged the poor calibre 
of' a majority of' school radio public relations programs in an interview 
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in March, 1949, with the writer. 
The responsibility, but not the blame, for these radio programs 
falls to teachers and pupils who are not trained for a job that re-
quires a great deal of skill and training. Educators in administrative 
positions have the responsibility of seeing tmt the pattern of radio 
public relations programs is not carried over into televis i on. They 
must assume the blame if televised public relations .programs create 
any aversion toward the schools. 
B. TeleVision ~ School-Communitz Relations Outside !!! England. 
Most large ci"bies with television stations have already experimented 
with some form of an educational television broadcast that bas served 
as a public relations agent. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Newark, 
New Jersey, both have produced telecasts that were aimed at school-
canmunity relations. As their experiments have been the most com-
prehensive and probably most typical of what can be expected in this 
field, the discussion of school-canmunity relations in television 
outside New England will center about them. 
Both Newark and Philadelphia have educatio.nal representatives who 
admit that their televised public relations programs have made many 
mistakes. In a sense, tb:l die has been cast for the average teleTi.ewer 
in these areas with regard to tb3 quality of school public relations 
telecasts. He does not expect much fran them. 
The obVious question arises: If educators are aware of their poor 
program of public relations in television, why don't they S"ba\Y' out 
until they are ready to prod me something worthwhile? 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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The answer has been provided by Wqne Coy • Federal Canmunications 
Commission chairman, in speeches in which he has urged educators to get 
into the field of television while f'reque~ ies and time on regular 
stations are available. He fears that educators will occupy television 
frequencies tomorrOW' to a very minor degree,wbile sponsored programs will 1 
occupy most of the time as in our amplitude-modulated frequencies in 
radio broadcasting today. {l) 
Miss Martha Gable, supervisor of the Philadelphia tela vision 
program and a leader in educational television, is one who had adopted 
Coy's viewpoint. In a conversation with the writer and in articles, 
Miss Gable explained that education had missed the boat with radio but 
could redeem itself by ngetting in on the ground floorn of television. 
Miss Gable admitted to sane inadequacies of Philadelphia ed'tJlational 
telecasting in its public relations program. (2) 
The Philadelphia telecasts which were discussed in Chapter II may be 
of a somewhat higher quality than those of other cities because of the 
sponsorship and assistance afforded by Philco Corporation, Radio Corpora-
tion of .America, and two local television stations. The local television 
broadcasters have also assumed the burden of the operating expenses in 
Philadelphia. Public relations with the teleVision industry are 
inevitably improved by sooh sponsorships. 
(1) SJ?Gech by Wayne Coy, 2nd .Annual Conference on Radio in Education, 
Indiana University, Bloanington, Indiana, July 29, 1948. 
(2) Fran an interview with Miss Martha Gable, Boston, Mass., April 19, 
1949. 
II 
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Yet. the teolm.ical inadequacies still exist, as Miss Gable 
mentioned in her appearance in Boston i.n April. 1949. Before a 
teachers' convention newed a public relations telecast tran Phila-
delphia. Miss Gable remarked that they ought to be prepared tor a:n;y-
thing to happen in teleVision. Timing and transmission difficulties 
of one or two minutes in duration upheld her words, but the overall 
reception of' the telecast was good. 
Beyond the technical flaws of telecasting and televiewing. another 
void appears in the large city public relations telecast. That void 
is the lack of any attempt by the schools to gratify or interest the 
public. The public is assumed by school administrators to have . an 
unfailing interest in its schools which can be satisfied by a public 
relations telecast of information and demonstration of school 
activities. A peek into the school is interesting via television., but 
consistent viewings of' school activities do not sustain int erest. 
Whatever the amount of expenditure pezmitted for a public relations 
telecast, sane educational experiences can be presented that will be 
far mare interesting than ~ panel discussion on international 
relations by high school seniors. The void in public relations can 
be filled by telecasts which are interesting and creative, as well as 
inf'ormtive. There is no rule which states that school public 
relations telecasts must not present moving picture classics, semi-
classical concerts. or dramatic presentations by small professional 
groups. 
The same flaws of technical and production difficulties of I 
educational public relations telecasts appeared in the Newark, I New Jersey~ 
I 
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experment in June of 1946. This experiment, which consisted of a 
three-day series of telecasts interpreting the activities of Newark 
schools, was sponsored by the school department and L. Bamberger & 
CompaiJ¥, a local department store. In addition to paying all produc-
tion costs, L. Bamberger & Company provided studio space and tels vision 
recei vera throughout their store tor public viewing. The Bamberger 
signature was displayed prominently on background drops tor the various 
productions in which school activities were portrayed. 
During the three d~s, teachers and pupils presented sixteen 
telecasts which featured activities in music, puppetry, sculpture, 
painting, athletics, dancing, canning, posture exercises, and speeches 
by officials. The reaction of one participant was: "Experience taught 
us that we were too ambitious. However, the fact that the television 
facilities would be available for only three days encouraged us to 
utilize them to the limit. The errors discovered and succes ses noted 
more than compensated for the gruelling routine the telecasts exacted. ~ (l) 
Specific findings were as follows: Casts of two to five students 
were most desirable; camera aDd teclmical failures resulted in three 
telecasts not being broadcasted; activities requiring a minimum of 
experience were most appreciated by the public; and most important of 
all, intense preparation was a necessity for a successful presentation. 
(1) E. T. Schofield, ttTelevision and the Newark Schools,* ~ Principal 
and Audio-Visual Education, 1948, National Education Association, 
Washington, D. c. 
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Both the Newark and Philadelphia experiments reveal that their 
greatest stumbling block to a successful public relations telecast, 
beyond technical inadequacies, is not having anwthing notably worth-
while to telecast. .Mention of a successful educational public 
relations telecast by a e anmeroial organization me.y clarify the term 
"notably worthwhile.tt Smith, nine, and French laboratories, a 
phamaceutical organization, sponsored closed-circuit, color telecasts 
of operations and diagnoses before the American Medical Association 
Convention in Atlantic City in June, 1949. This company, with 
skilled public relations guidance, did not attempt to take the 
viewing doctors through its own laboratories. The education and 
interests of the audience were the deciding factors in the production 
of the tels east. 
The school systems which utilize television in their public ) 
relations programs would be wise to ccnsider the approach of 
I 
commercial organizations to the problem. 
c. ~ Future Trend 2!_ Television ~ ~ School-Camnunity Relations 
of the Boston Broadcast Area. 
-- -
The most important change television will bring about in school-
community relations is a change in attitude of school administr~tors. ' 1 
The "let the teachers ani pupils carry tb9 ball'' attitude of administra- } 
' tors, so ccmmon in radio public relations programs, will reflect so 
badly &n the schools in television that they will have to adopt a new 
approach or policy. 
,,,,,,. 
This new approach will probably consider the public relations 
telecast an effective means ot saying or demonstrating something of 
significance to a public interested in its schools. It nothing new 
or significant is to be said, the telecast will not be produced, or 
it will be produced more on a worthwhile entertainment basis. 
In order to present a valuable public relations telecast, pupil 
and teacher appearances will be less frequent and appearances by 
professional actors and entertainers will be more frequent. 
Costs of telecasts will be large enough so that adjacent cities 
and towns will find it mutually advantageous to pool tunds in order 
to sponsor professionally produced telecasts. 
Commercial sponsorship of telecasts should be approached with 
caution. Wayne Coy, Federal Commm:~.ieations Commission chairman, holds 
that there is no place for commercially sponsored in-school educational 
broadcasting in radio. (l) However, in the field of televising 
public relations programs and enrichment programs, there may be a 
place tor cODillercial sponsorship. 
(1) Speech by Wayne Coy, 2nd Annual C.onference on Radio in Education• 
Indiana University, Bloanington, Indiana, July 29, 1948. 
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CHAPTER IV • TELEVISION AND ENRICmlENT BROADCASTS 
A· Televisitm ~ Enricbnent Broadcasts~!.!! England. 
Before describing the wrious programs of educational enrichment 
broadcasted by the two Boston area television stations, it seems 
adVisable to define the term "enrichment broadcast." Some educators 
do not consider as enrichment programs those telecasts that looal 
television officials label educational. Kr. Lucius Self', WBZ..TV 
program. director, considers weather programs, "Living Wonders," whioh 
is a lecture and exhibition type science program, and "SUrprise 
Package,_. which teatures stories, interviews, and puppet shows, as 
enrichment programs. 
(1) 
Enrichment programs, as defined in practice by looal television 
officials, are those programs that contain any discernible degree of 
educational experience or information. News, weather, music, sports, 
plays, puppetry, am variety programs are thus included in this 
concept of an enrichment program. 
Most educators would consider the majority of these programs to be 
of entertaiument value primarily and to offer a negligible amount of 
wholesome and desirable educational experience. Children could, 
therefore, spend much of their ttme in other more worthwhile activities. 
(1) Speech by Lucius Self, National Convention, Physical Education 
Teachers, Boston, Mass., April 20, 1949. 
I 
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In order to continue the discussion of enrichment programs without 
becoming involved in e. series of definitions, the educator's definition 
of an enrichment program will be given as "a program that contains a 
large degree of educational experience or information.~ The terms 
"large degree" and .. discernible degreeu pose the entire problem of en-
richment prograJIIIling and viewing. A midpoint between the two extremes 
would seem to be the logical place to let the definition rest. 
Fortunate~, an even better definition has been provided for enrichment 
programs by a survey of parents, who indicated programs they would like 
their children to view more frequently. Conducted at the Child 
Guidance Ce:ater of the Ward School, Newton, Massachusetts, this survey 
of 200 children between the ages of 5 and 13 indicated the percentage 
of children viewing telecasts and the approval and disapproval or 
telecasts by the children and their parents. (1) 
The thirteen specific television programs listed werez "Texaco 
Star Theatre, 8 •Howdy Doody," "Small Fr.y Club,• "Surprise Package," 
~You Are An Artist," "Living Wonders,~ "Reiman's Kaleidoscope,• 
"Amateur Hour," •singing le.dy," "Shawmut Home Theatre," "Kartoon 
Korner," "Arthur Godfrey," and •Toast or the Town. • 
The ge~ral type of telecasts included: serials, weather and news, 
and sports programs. 
Unfavorable c anments by children and parents were registered 
against frequent program interruptions, over-et~ulation by serial 
(l) From a Survey, Child Guidance Workshop, John Ward School, Newton, 
Mass., Febrt8ry 9, 1949. 
pr ogams, difficulty' of understanding :aews and we at her broadcasts, and 
the poor use of diction and language by performers. 
Of tb3 thirteen specific programs Usted, parents would desire 
their children to view more programs similar only to "Kiernan's 
Kaleidoscope" and "Living Wonders. n The uKaleidoscope'' is an inter-
view program that features interesting and famous people, along with 
pictures pert:inent to the interview. "Living Wonders~ is a program 
with Norman Harris, or tb3 Boston :Museum of Natural History, discussing 
and exhibiting natural science spec~ens. 
1. This desire by parents to have their children see more o£ these 
programs plus the midpoint between "discernible" and "large" degree 
of educational experience seem to be the only criteria available for 
selecting and defining enricbnent programs. 
Additional suggestions in the survey by parents for future enrich-
m.ent programs included playa, animal programs, travelogues, music, 
folk tales, and science programs. Although children and parents enjoyed 
and approved many o£ the other programs listed, only the two 15-minute, 
once per week telecasts, "Kiernan's Kaleidoscope u and "Living Wonders," 
can be considered valid enrichment programs. 
An Institute in "Radio-Audio-Visual Aids,'' presented by the 
Massachusetts State Deparbnent of Education, local radio and television 
broadcasters, and Boston University, was held on June 28 - July 1, 1949, 
in Boston. A feature of the Institute was the exploration of "television's 
present possibilities and exciting future in education," according to 
1
1 
a bulletin issued by the State Iepartment ot Education. A speaker on 
II 
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television in education, a tour through a local television station, 
and discussions on television enrichment Viewing were part of' the 
Institute program. 
In viewing the overall picture of enrichment telecasts, an obvious 
lack of' programs is evident. Yet, not much more can be expected f'r011 
the two canmercial Boston stations which broadcast an average of six 
hours per day. With longer broadcasting days and the advent of two 
new television stations in 1950-1951, w.lid enriolment programs should 
be liBDY t:ilnes more frequent tb!D the two weekly 15-minute programs of 
todq. 
B. Television~ Enrichment Broadcasts Outside !!!'!.England. 
"We have every right to expect that commercial radio shall 
supplement and provide stimulus and i:nspiration for formal education." 
The words of Wayne Ccr;r are equally applicable to television and they, 
also, probably express the opinion and hope of most educators. 
Coy's statement may be considered as being partially fulfilled 
by A.M. radio. Programs such as "The Telephone Hour" and "The 
Cavalcade of America" illustrate the type of enrichment program that 
he would like more sponsors to produce. · In view of' the approbation 
by radio critics and educators tor such programs, television enrich-
ment programs have a pattern already provided. Some of the first 
oOJmnercial television programs attempted to imitate the great number 
of' quiz and "give-away'' programs. On television such programs have 
resulted in failure. In order to see what television has done in the 
field of' enrichment viewing, several representative .American ei ties 
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must be c ansi de red. 
New York has six television stations broadcasting tr<m 10 A.M. 
until after 11 P.M. Ot the 225 hours of programs for the typical week 
ot April 9 - 16. the following classification of program subject 
matter was made: (l) 
Filma 47.5 
Comedy - Variety 35.5 
Children 35. 
Musical 24. 
Sports 22.5 
Interview & Discussion 18. 
Wanen's Shows 17.5 
News 11.5 
Drama 8.75 
Quiz 5. 
Religious s. 
Educational 1.5 
In a breakdown of the hours devoted to most of the major claasiti-
cations in the above list, the entertainment emphasis would naturally 
d<minate over enrichment viewing. Children's programs. tor example. 
run £or 36 hours per week, but a breakdown ot these hours would in-
dicate at least 90% ot the t~e devoted to pure entertainment. No one 
(1) Jack Gould. Television, The New York Times. April 24. 1949, Section 
---
would question the value of entertaiument programs until he observed 
the 1.5 hours devoted to educational programs. With this observation, 
the average viewer would do well to consider whether the vast amount 
of dubious quality entertainment is not stifling his opportunity to 
view educational programs. The great discrepancy between hours of 
entertaimn.ent and hours of education can be well balanced by adequate 
programs of educational enrichment which proVide a good measure of 
entertainment. 
In recognition of the deficiency of educational enrichment programs, 
the National Broadcasting Company announced, in the first week of 
January • 1949 • a television network series of out-of-school enric bment 
programs at 6 P.M. • 14ond8iV through Friday. The series, under the 
title of "Stop, Look and Ularn, ''was to have included geography, 
history, government, science, literature, and music, with emphasis on 
the entertainment features of each. Supporters of the series included 
the National Education Association, the Boards of Education of New 
York City, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, and the Nat ional Broadcasting 
Canpany. As the network expanded, the National Education Association 
intended to cooperate with local boards of education in setting up 
viewing experiments, according to Dr. Belmont Farley, a representative 
of the Association. The titles of the programs were: 
1. "Little Theatrett - a series of children's plays adapted 
from the finest of children's literature. 
2. "Explorer's Club" • a series devoted to the study at 
geography and history; was to have presented films 
prepared by explorers in geography aDi history. 
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3. "Your Uncle samu - a series explaining the work and 
activities of leading govel"DIIlent departments. Many 
activities were to be presented in the form of direct 
pick-ups fran such places as the White House, Supreme 
Court, and Congress. It was to cover village, city, 
state, and federal government. 
4. ~Science In Your Lite• - this series was to present 
material pertaining to the knowledge of various fields 
of science, including chenistey, biology, astronom;y, 
and health. 
6. "Folkway in Music't - a series which was to combine 
folk music and folk dancing of the United States and 
IDal'lY other lands. (1) 
This series did not materialize, although an announcement by 
Carleton D. Smith, NBC television director, in the first part of 
January, 1949, said that it was "soon to be seen. 11 On April 19, 1949, 
Frances Sprague, General Librarian at the National Broadcasting Company, 
reported "the series is still being formulated, material gathered, 
research work done, with a view toward starting soon." ( 2) Since the 
series has not been produced up to July 1, 1949, it seems reasonable 
to assume, because of school vacations, that production will not be 
attempted until the fall. 
(l) Bulletin, January, 1949 (Washin~on, D. C.) Federal Radio Education 
Committee, P• 1. 
(2) From correspondence with Frances Sprague, General Librarian, NBC, 
Radi o City, New York, N. Y., April 14, 1949. 
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The prematurity of this series announcement can be adjudged to one 
of two causes, in this writer's opinion: Either the National Education 
.A$a~ociation, the Boards of Education of New York, Baltimore , and 
PhUadelphia, and the National Broadcasting Com.pazw made a serious 
mif:take in assWLing that they could produce a television series tar 
thEI second semester of the 1948-1949 school year, or the Natiaaal 
Brc1adcasting Canpany deliberately misrepresented facts in order to 
boc1st television receiver set sales during the first half of 1949 when 
television set sales slackened considerably. Presumably, t he National 
Ed\l .cation Association and the various boards of education had little 
influence in setting the date for the beginning of the series. 
It is an acknowledged fact that consumer resistance to television 
receiver sales .has been stiffened by the poor quality of most television 
broadcasts. Maey parents undoubtedly would be more prone to consider 
the purchase of a television receiver if they were assured of something 
beneficial for their children to view. They received this assurance 
frartl the National Brc:adcasting Canpany in January, 1949. If the plan 
for the aeries has not been dropped, the inauguration of the first 
prog;ra:ms should cane just prior to the 1949 Christmas shopping season. 
~Economical1yn the major consideration in television is that no 
sin,~le television network in the country is yet making money, end all 
chalns will have to invest a great deal more before they will shorr a 
(l) 
(1) "Television News,"~!!!,~ Times, Section X, P• 1, April 24, 
.. · ''··n ~ niver.: itY 
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When a large television audience is established, camnercial 
spclllSorship will ass\IJle large proportions. Increased receiver set 
sales will accordingly increase the audience. .Advertising magazines 
such as Pulse, Inc. and ~keep close check on receiver sales am 
audience growth, both regional and national, for sponsors. The 
tremendous research and survey work done itt preparation tor commercial 
spcnsorship of television programs is completely out of proportion 
when considered in comparison with the infinitesimal amotmt of 
educational research in television. 
Even though the ultimate result of the National Broadcasting 
CCIDpany's "error•t is more and better sponsored educational enrichment 
telecasts because of a larger television audience, the overall im-
pression of this "postponement" obtained by the pUblic and educators 
is not favorable to future enrichment viewing. 
During the week of April 24 - 30, 1949, there were only seven 
telecasts in the New York area worthy of being considered enrichment 
pro~rams in view of the preVious enrichment definition. These telecasts 
on ·the six New York stations were as follows: 
April !!, • WNBT - 4:30 - 4:45 P.M. - "Meet Your Congress" 
April !2_ • WJZ-TV - 7:30 - 7:45 P.M. 
- "Kiernan's Kaleidoscope" 
- WNBT - 8:00 - 8:15 P.M. • "U.N. Film Report" 
- WPIX - 8:20 
- 8:30 P.M. - Film: "What Is Modern Art?" 
April!!- WJZ.TV - 7:15 - 7:30 P.M. - ucbild's World" 
April~- WCBS-TV - 9:00 - 9:30 P.M. - UJohnsHopkins Science Review" 
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So far as the content of the progra.Tll is concerned, there is no 
ad·mnee information available beyond the above printed in ~ ..!!!! ~ 
.!!:~· Sunday edition, April 24, 1949. Fran viewing previous telecasts 
in the series, a viewer or teacher would know the format of "Kiernan's 
Kaleidoscope 1 " "Nature of Things,"- "Johns Hopkins Science Review 1 " and 
"Child • s World." The ••u.N. Film Reportn and the film ''What Is Modern 
Ar'~?tt remain unknown quanti ties beyond the meaning implied in their 
ti1:;les. 
One of television's and radio's greatest handicaps in enrichment 
lintening and viewing is made obrtous in the above analysis. There 
is no adequate preview of progr~ content made available that would 
pel'Dlit teachers to recamnend conscientiously any substantial amount 
of enrichment viewing. Tbis is especially true for individual 
prl)grams that are not part of a series. A f'illll's title and the running 
tine is the only information available. 
In Philadelphia, a new approach to enrichment viewing has been 
made. Because of the scarcity of enrichment programs and the 
as~1istance of the television industry, the Philadelphia School Depart-
meztt was able to inaugurate its own series of enrichment programs. 
ThEtSe were produced and designed so that, with a minor shift in 
em.J,hasis fran entertainment to instruction, they could be used for in-
school viewing. A complete discussion of the content of this series 
wa~ given in Section B of Chapter II of this paper. 
In Chicago, at the South Shore High School, Philip Lewis, instructor 
and television editor for Educational Screen, has made several surveys 
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on enrichment viewing. These surveys disclosed that one out of sixteen 
stlldents lived in a home having a television receiver and that 24 hours 
per week was the average viewing time for these stude:ats. There are 
fo'tll" television stations in Chicago which have been in operation far 
sc:rreral years, so that this extended viewing is caused more by habit 
th1m by the novelty of teleVision. 
Observers have been more impressed by the fact that time equivalent 
to one complete day per week has been devoted to television than &l\V 
other fact discovered on the survey. 
In direct cont~st to the varied enrichment Viewing situations in 
tho maey television areas o£ .AJD.erica, England otters only one television 
br~)adcasting station in the London area whieh gives fair reception to 
an area from 50 to 100 miles in radius. The excellent tranmnission 
and reception qualities are due primarily to the tact that this one 
stELtion may oceupy as many kilocycles as necessary in its broadcasti.ng 
range. Because transmission on the British Broadcasting Corporation 
TaJ.evision Service occurs twice daily with ~- to 3-hour sessions in 
the1 afternoon and evening, it would appear that enrichment viewing 
possibilities would be negligible. However, Radio Times, journal of 
the British Broadcasting Corporation, indicates a comprehensive en-
ri~hment program tor the representative week of February 27 through 
March 5, 1949. Same of the programs are listed in Radio Times as 
follows: 
Stmda.y - Februarz 27 . 
4:00 - 5:00 P.M. - For the Children 
~uffin, the Giant Killer" - Muffin and his friends take part 
=====IF== 
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in a :fairy tale. 
'-'Tlu Life of a Foal tt - A Danish film describing the life of a foal 
:from its birth to the time it goes to the 
Jutland Horse Fair. 
"Gr;;md Ballet• 
"Mu:sic ~ 
"Ca:r-eer" 
- Pete Thompson shows sane o:f the pictures you 
sent him, and tells more about the Nati anal 
Exhibition ot Children •s Art. He also 
explains how beginners can make interesting 
patterns fran lines and shapes. 
Monday - February ~ 
8:45 - 10:00 P.M. 
- Theatre National De L'Opera de Paris, 
presentation of "L'Ecyuere,• "Ranee et 
Juliette," ~Guignol et Pandora.~ (A 
complete list o£ performers, choreographers, 
musicians, and other credits is included.) 
Thursday - March 3 
3:00 - 4.:00 P.M. - Designed tor Wanen 
- Pamela Swann shows how to give new life 
to old skirts. 
- Natasha Litvin plays the piano. 
- Judith Jackson discusses the possibilities 
ot a career as a secretary with demonstra-
tions o£ some o:f the training. 
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"Hualth and Beauty" - ·Lady Douglas Hamilton demonstrates the 
last in her series of swinging exercises. 
"Authors in Focus" 
- Marguerite Patten continues her series on 
kitchen equipment and shows how to use a 
waffle iron. 
Friday - March 4 
9:00 - 9:30 P.M. 
- A series which presents ideas tram important 
books. 
The Book: nThe Theory of the Leisure Class" 
The Occasion: The 60th anniversary of its 
publication. 
The Author& Thorstein Veblen, American 
econanist and sociologist. 
The Spokesman: Dudley Seers of the Uni-versity 
of Oxford Institute of Statistics 
The Critic: Michael Polyani, Professor ot 
Social Studies at Manchester 
lhiversity. 
Illustrated by pictures, mimes, and costume 
parades. 
There are other enrichment programs, but these four illustrations 
prc
1
ve that England's enrichment viewing is a well-integrated part of 
its television service. Educators and television broadcasters should 
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notice that English enrichment programs are slanted toward a specific 
ld.ll.d of' viewer. 
· .Another strong point in English enrichment viewing is the very 
conplete preview of the program printed in the Radio Times. Becammenda-
ticns for Viewing could be made easily by teachers on the strength 
of' these descriptions. A very definite need exists tor such weekly 
program reviews in radio and television in the Boston area. 
Another consideration in enrichment viewing is the high quality 
demanded by American viewers who are accustomed to swiftly paced 
entertainment telecasts. On April 3, 1949, the Masquers tram Amherst 
College presented ~Julius Caesar8 in a television broadcast fran the 
stage of the Folger Shakespeare Memorial Library in Washington, D. c. 
The two-level stage made it possible for the Elizabethan's dramatic 
style to be used, but caused much of the camera work to be awkward 
and indistinct. A review in ~ ~ ~ Times said 11 "It was hardly 
tail" to thrust a college theatrical group into a :national entertainment 
medium which has an audience accustcmed to professional standards of' 
acting •••• last Sunday both the :Masquers and television were ill 
at ·aase as a result of a mistake in judgment.• (1) 
A final problem in enriclment viewing is the concept of the 
bro~doasters who are firmly convinced that th6,1 are giving the public 
wba·~ it demands. In a po.ll conducted by .American Magazine 11 the 
tol:Lowing program preferences were registered by 1063 representative 
(1) "TeleVision,"!!!!,~~ Times, April 10, 1949, Section X. 
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54.5 Sports 
14.7 Variety programs 
6.6 Drama 
5.2 Spot news events 
4.3 Educational 
3.0 Music 
11.7 All others 
The similarity between this preference breakdown and the actual 
prc~uction hours of a week's telecasts in New York Cit.y, listed 
eaJ•lier in this chapter, is striking. The low standing o:f educational 
te JLecasts on both lists suggests that the educator is alone in his 
at1;empt to advance enrichment viewing. However, if the representative 
viE~r had an opportunity to view programs other than those listed, 
thon program preferences might be .very different. I:f, for example, 
tho best in film enrichment and entertainment were available for 
te l evision, sports telecasts might be displaced as :first choice. 
Since conflicting interests between the television and film industries 
prEtvent the showing ot good films, the average viewer prefers sports 
prugrams to the other programs oi'tered. The poll does not indicate 
thE' type of program the average viewer would most enjoy, but only his 
prE,:ferenoes with regard to those programs actually in existence. 
c. The Future Trend ~ Television Enrichment Broadcasts ,.!!!. ~ 
Boston Broadcast Area • 
.;;;...;;...;..;;...;.;;;. .;;;..;...;..;.-...-..;...- -
The safest prediction about enrichment view:ing in the Boston 
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br~)adcast area is that enrichment programs will improve in quality 
and variety as local broadcasters expand tbeil" programming and broad-
cauting time. 
There is another more :important factor, however, which will raise 
tho level of quality in enrichment telecasts. This is the fact that 
tho viewer must give his undivided attention to the television screen 
wi1;h both his eyes and ears. Badio programs of poor and mediocre 
qunlity, tolerated because the listener divided his attention by 
rending or engaging in some other activity, will not have their counter-
pal~t in television. Audience reaction and attention in television 
wiJ.l be similar to that of the audience in a motion picture theatre. 
Bo1;h these audiences are, am will be, maey tbnes more discriminating 
thnn the radio audience. Once canm.ercial sponsors recognize that 
thEI television audience is a discriminating one, they will produce 
programs which, by their high quality, will invite undivided audience 
at1;ention. Many o:f the better programs may well be enrichment programs. 
Situations will undoubtedly develop in which educators will be 
embarrassed by their association with enrichment telecasting, much as 
in the previoU8ly discussed National Broadcasting Company's television 
sez·ies cancellation. Endorsement and support of telecasts by 
edt~ators should be considered as carefully as the endorsement of a~ 
otl:.er enterprise. 
Regional and network enrichment programs that have wide appeal 
wiJ.l eventually be transferred to more fo:rinal in-school telecasts 
when facilities are available and schools are equipped. This transi-
tic,nal technique has been accomplished successfully in the Philadelphia 
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and Camden experiment. 
A great B.mount of research and experimentation in the a pplication 
of educational techniques to television programs must be undertaken 
be :~ore enricr.an.ent viewing can be integrated effectively with school 
wo:rk. This research must be performed in the broadcasting end of 
tel evision, as well as in the viewing end. AB a result of t his research 
fac:ts will be uncovered similar to Philip Lewis' finding tmt the 
avorage Chicago student viewer spent 24 hours per week watching his 
te:Levision set. 
Programs designed to enrich the background of a particul ar type 
of viewer will become more prevalent. British developments in enrich-
mBllt telecasts tor the specific-type viewer indicate more and ~e 
delll&Ild for these programs. 
As the quality of' enrichment telecasts improves • the appearanoes 
of amateur actors will decrease in frequency. The Amherst Masquers' 
prc>duction of "Julius Caesaru in April, 1949, illustrates the necessity 
fOJ ' professional performers in te]l)vision. Once again, it i s 
emphasized that administrators cannot appoint teachers and students 
wi1;h inadequate training to produce a teleeast without dismal results. 
To enable the public and teachers to know what to expect in enrich-
meiJ.t viewing, a more detailed preview of programs will have to appear 
in print. The present policy of' sponsors is to buy advertising space 
in order to make a detailed announcement of a program which they 
eoD.sider to be of special merit. Trade publications and newspapers 
may fill the void when the demand for adequate advance information 
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about enrichment programs is voiced by the public. If outs i de publica-
tiuns do not meet the need for previews of broadcasts, the television 
brc~&.dcastera will probably sponsor their own publication. 
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS ON THE PRESENT STATUS 
AND PROBABLE FUTURE TRENDS OF TELEVISION IN EDUCATION 
WITHIN THE BOSTON STATIONS' BROADCASTIID AREA 
A. Conclusions 2!!. ~Present Status (February 1 - July 1, 1949). 
In Sections A of Chapters II, III, and IV the present status ot 
television in education within the Boston stations' broadcasting 
area has been discussed t.rom the perspectives of in-school learning, 
school-community relations, and enrichment viewing. Fran these 
discussions, it is obvious that educational television at present 
emounts to two weekly, 15~nute enrichment telecasts and little else. 
V1rhile this is true in actual practice, it must be remembered that 
~~tensive planning and preparation are necessary to produce a series 
Clf educational telecasts. A great deal of preliminary planning is 
being carried out by the Lowell Inatituta Cooperative Broadcasting 
Gouncil, representing six greater Boston colleges and universities; 
·t;he .Massachusetts Department of Education; WBZ-TV; and Vm.AC-TV. 
:E'roduction problems and possible cancellations prevent many factual 
statements from being made concerning the planning now under way. 
:l:Iowever, s inca most of this planning is in the enrichment area, series 
of enrichment telecasts will be the first to be expanded. Another 
important fact in planning is that more personnel in the above-
mentioned groups are devoting their time and energy to the planning c£ 
educational telecasts as the weeks go by. 
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If planning and preparation for educational television are to be 
considered part of its present status, then there is some activity. 
If not, then there is very little activity. 
In either case, there is small cause for despair since progress 
in the amount of educational achievement and in attacking problems 
has been very similar to the developments in other representative 
American areas. 
B. Conclusions on the Probable Future Trends. ~-.;;..,;;;.._..;;;....--- --- - ------- _.;;...;.;;;.;..;;,:.,. 
Educational television within the Boston stations' broadcasting 
area will be too great a problem for any individual school system 
or educational group to handle before 1951, when .four Boston television 
stations should be in operation. This situation will continue at 
least until television broadcasters can operate their stations at a 
profit instead of at their present losses. When this turning point 
is reached, broadcasters may then be inclined to consider seriously 
educational television and its attendant technical, creative, and 
financial problems. 
The many technical problems will have to be solved by highly 
skilled television technicians.. For example, make-up and costuming 
experts are necessary because certain colors are transmitted more 
effectively than others. Sane colors are not transmitted at all. 
Objections from the film industry will prevent the use of' macy films 
in television. other technical problems are numerous, but all can be 
solved by ingenuity and an adequate budget. 
Another type of px-oblem is px-esented in finding the creative 
ability necessax-y to produce an effective educational telecast. 
Someone who is more than an educator must create programs. Im.a.gination, 
working band-in-glove with modern educational practices and tale vision 
production techniques, will be necessary to originate appealing 
educational telecasts. Such a specialist in educational television will 
be another necessary major expanse in the prodtetion of educational 
television programs. 
Both the technical and creative problems contribute to the 
financial problem, which is the greatest of all. Since telecasts are 
four to five times as expensive as radio broadcasts, the problem of 
~o p~s?~ looms larger than it ever did in educational radio broad-
casting. The television broadcaster, who is losing money and seems 
destined to continue losing it, cannot be expected to sponsor educa-
tional telecasts for several years to come. COl!mlercial sponsox-sbip 
of enrichment programs could develop, but there are no present indica-
tions of this happening. The average school system with an inadequate 
audio-visual aids budget cannot hope to sponsor a television program 
series. Many other institutions and groups interested in educational 
television will find themselves unable to finance even one telecast. 
If educators wish to wait until commercial television progresses 
to the point where broadcasters can, if they desire, donate educational 
telecasts, then the problem of ~o pays?~ is solved. 
If educators do not choose to wait a matter of years, they must 
accept the fact that it will cost their school systems large amounts 
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of money to produce educational telecasts. These amounts are so 
prohibitive that even the Boston system will be unable to consider 
sponsoring telecasts. 
A solution that permits financing of educational telecasts does 
exist. If a group of school systems and educational organizations 
join talents and pool finances. they can produce educational telecasts. 
Within the Boston broadcast area, a series of enrichment programs 
could be produced easily during the 1949-1950 school year. In years 
to cane. the same group might have its own educational television 
station. 
Although such a joining of forces would entail sacrifices by the 
individual members, it seems the only s elution to the otherwise 
insurmo\Dltable problem of financing educational television. both in 
the immediate and distant . future. Educational television is a great 
force and an expensive force tM.t can be macy times more effective 
than educational radio. It could possiblY be only as effective as 
educational radio unless we profit fran our past errors in radio 
broadcasting. 
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